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Fleischner Society guidelines for the management of lumps were published in 2005 and separate guidelines were issued for subsolid nodes in 2013. Since then, new information has become available. Therefore, the guidelines have been revised to reflect the current thinking on nodule management. The revised guidelines contain several significant changes reflecting the current thinking on the
management of small nodes. The minimum threshold size for routine follow-up has been raised, and recommended follow-up intervals are now indicated as an interval rather than as an accurate time period to give radiologists, clinicians and patients greater discretion to accommodate individual risk factors and preferences. The guidelines for fixed and subsolid nodes have been combined into one simplified
table and specific recommendations have been included for several nodes. These guidelines represent consensus in the Fleischner Society, and as such, they include the opinions of an interdisciplinary international group of thoracic radiologists, pulmonologists, surgeons, pathologists, and other specialists. Changes from the fleischner company's previous guidelines are based on new data and
accumulated experience. © RSNA, 2017 Online supplemental material is available for this article. An earlier incorrect version of this article appeared online. This article was corrected on 13 December 2015. Updated 2017 Fleischner Society guidelines advise a less intensive approach to managing most small pulmonary nodules incidentally detected on CT scans. The Fleischner Society now recommends
that fixed nodules 6 mm or less in diameter in low-risk adults &gt; 35 years generally do not need further follow-up. In patients at higher risk, a follow-up CT scan should be considered optional. The recommendations apply even if several fixed pulmonary nodes ≤6 mm are present. Previous Fleischner Society guidelines had not recommended any follow-up of lumps ≤4 mm in low-risk patients and a single
follow-up CT scan for 12 months in high-risk patients with a lump ≤4 mm. The change may not work out much. But the new guidelines should eliminate thousands of unnecessary follow-up CT scans performed each year in the approximately 1.5 million people in the United States with pulmonary nodules, the vast majority of whom are harmless. Since CT scanning can rarely cause cancer, the updated
guidelines can prevent a few cancers that would be caused by CT scan. (Referenced, the cumulative risk of cancer caused by lung cancer screening over 10 years with low-dose CT has been estimated at 1 in 2,000). The average risk of solid-node cancer ≤6 mm has been estimated at less than 1% even in heavy smokers, and the risk in non-smokers may be less than 0.15%, or &lt;1 in 6,600. The
Fleischner Society considers patients at high risk if they have a significant history of smoking or other risk factors (see below), and low risk, if they lack these factors. Factors. characteristics of both the nodeulate and the patient contribute to the risk assessment. For 6-8 mm nodules, third CT Optional in low-risk patients For solid nodules 6-8 mm in diameter, only a single follow-up chest CT of 6-12 months is
advised, with a third CT scan of 18-24 months to be considered. Previous versions of the guidelines advised the third CT scan by default. High-risk patients are still advised to undergo a CT scan after 18-24 months if the nodules are unchanged at 6-12 months. What Does Optional CT or Consider CT Mean? The revised guidelines warn that although the risk of cancer of the nodules less than 6 mm is
significantly less than 1%, even in patients at high risk ... suspicious morphology, upper lobe placement, or both can increase cancer risk in 1%-5% range; therefore follow-up after 12 months may be considered, depending on comorbidity and patient preferences. Scanning earlier than 12 months is not advised because such small nodules, if malignant, rarely advance in phase over 12 months, while a short-
term follow-up study shows no apparent change can provide false reassurance. Longer intervals are recommended between scans for high-risk patients For high-risk patients with lumps 6-8 mm recommended earlier guidelines a follow-up CT scan after 3-6 months; a 6-12 month interval is now advised. The reasoning is similar to the previous section (smaller nodules tend to be slower growing); scan too
early can give false confidence in the interval before the next scan. What about Subsolid Nodules? Subsolid nodules and part-solid nodules can be slow-growing and require extra vigilance by doctors. The management of subsolid and ground glass pulmonary nodules are reviewed here. What to do about several solid nodes The advised follow-up for several solid pulmonary nodes &lt;6 mm= in= diameter=
is= the= same= as= for= single= nodules=&gt;&lt;/6&gt; &lt;6 mm:= no= follow-up= advised= for= low-risk= patients;= optional= chest= ct= in= 12= months= for= higher-risk= patients.= for= multiple= nodules= 6-8= mm,= all= patients= (low-= or= high-risk)= are= advised= to= get= a= follow-up= chest= ct= in= 3-6= months.= high-risk= patients= are= advised= to= undergo= another= chest= at= 18-24=
months,= while= one= should= be= considered= at= 18-24= months= for= low-risk= patients.= the= most= most= suspicious-looking= nodule= should= guide= management= and= risk= stratification.= pulmonary= nodules:= who's= low= risk,= who's= high= risk?= the= fleischner= society= advises= that= physicians= assign= risk= according= to= categories= proposed= by= the= american= college= of=
chest= physicians= (accp) := low= risk,= which= corresponds= to= estimated= risk= of= of= of= less= than = 5%,= is= associated= with= with= young= age,= less= tuxedo,= smaller= nodule= size,= regular= //us= and location= in= an= other= other= than= the= upper= lobe.= to= estimate= high risk= we= the= accp= intermediate-risk= (5%–65%= risk)= and= high-risk= (=&gt;65% risk) categories. High risk
factors include lower age, heavy smoking, greater nodule size, irregular or spiculated margens, and upper lap&lt;/6&gt; lap&lt;/6&gt; Intermediate risk subjects share both high- and low-risk characteristics. It is unclear why low risk is described as less than 5% cancer risk in this section, while the Fleischner Society seems to consider low risk to be &lt;1% elsewhere in its guidelines. Many patients would
probably see a 1 in 20 chance of getting cancer (= 5%) uncomfortably high. Fleischner Society Pulmonary Nodule Guidelines: Limitations Fleischner Society is an international, interdisciplinary collaboration primarily dedicated to radiographic diagnosis of diseases of the breast. Their guidelines for radiographic management of otherwise detected pulmonary nodules have defined the standard of care. As
with any approach to medicine (algorithmic or individualized), fleischner Society guidelines contain embedded value judgments. Chief among these is that when the risk of cancer is estimated at less than 1%, it is ethical not to offer further tests. Used for populations, this accepts a small number of missed cancers, in favor of sparing thousands of people from useless or (rarely) harmful scans. Fleischner
Society guidelines have never been validated in the future. Their authority stems from expert consensus on the existing research into the natural progression of small pulmonary nodules, as well as the imprimatur of both the Radiological Society of North America and the American College of Chest Physicians. The guidelines' actual performance characteristics in large real-world populations - sensitivity,
specificity, the number of false negatives (missed cancer diagnoses), or complications resulting from false positive scans - are unknown. See the new Fleischner Society Guidelines Table on the RSNA website Read more: Guidelines for managing random pulmonary nodules discovered in CT images: From The Fleischner Society 2017. Released prior to printing. Guidelines for the management of random
pulmonary nodes discovered in CT images: From the Fleischner Society 2017 by MacMahon et al. Radiology (2017) DOI10.1148/radiol.2017161659. [Epub ahead of printing] Guidelines for the management of small pulmonary nodules detected on CT scans: a statement from the Fleischner Society of MacMahon et al. Radiology (2005) 237:395-400 Recommendations for the management of subsolid
pulmonary nodules discovered on CT: a statement from the Fleischner Society. by Naidich DP. Al. Radiology (2013) 266(1):304-17. CT screening for lung cancer: frequency and importance of part-solid and non-fixed nodules. by Claudia I. Henschke et al AJR 2002;178:1053-1057 Pulmonary perifissural nodules on CT scans: rapid growth is not an indicator of malignancy of the Hoop B. et al. Radiology
(2012) 265(2):611-6 Perifissural nodules seen at CT screening for lung cancer of Ahn et al. Radiology (2010) 254(3):949-956 Random perifissal nodules on routine breast computtomography: lung cancer or not? by Mets et al. Eur Radiol (2017) DOI [Front Epub perifissural nodules on routine breast computtomography: lung cancer or not? Evaluation of people with pulmonary nodules: When is it lung
cancer? by Michael K. Gould et al. Chest. 2013 May; 143(5 Suppl): e93S-e120S. BTS guidelines for the study and management of pulmonary nodules
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